REPLIES TO REVIEWERS’ COMMENTS
(Please fill each gap and send by Email: ijsa.office@gmail.com)

Manuscript title:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reviewer 1
Comment 1: [Copy it here from the review]
Reply 1: [Write your answer here]

Comment 2: [Copy it here from the review]
Reply 2: [Write your answer here]
...

Reviewer 2
Comment 1: [Copy it here from the review]
Reply 1: [Write your answer here]

Comment 2: [Copy it here from the review]
Reply 2: [Write your answer here]
...

In case of more than 2 Reviewers or more than 2 comments per a Reviewer, please, continue in the same style.

[DELETE ALL TEXT IN RED COLOR BEFORE SUBMITTING YOUR REPLIES TO REVIEWERS’ COMMENTS]